Application of a multivariate curve resolution procedure to the analysis of second-order melting data of synthetic and natural polynucleotides.
The melting behavior of several synthetic polynucleotides and a mixture of natural tRNAs was studied by monitoring the changes in the whole UV absorbance spectrum at several pH values. The second-order absorbance data were analyzed with a soft-modeling multivariate curve resolution procedure that allows the determination of the number of different species or conformations present along the melting experiment and the calculation of the melting profile and the pure spectrum for each chemical species or conformation. The melting temperature, T(m), for each thermal transition can be calculated from the melting profiles, and structural information on the different species or conformations can be obtained from their pure spectra. The multistranded species formed at certain pH conditions show several sharp thermal transitions related to the loss of the initial highly ordered structure. For these transitions, the mixture of species obtained in the denaturing process can be resolved when several data matrices, each giving additional information, are analyzed simultaneously with the mathematical procedure proposed.